Engaging the Broader Market
Equipping Reps to Sell Unassisted Using a Hypothesis-Based Solutions Model
Crafting Solutions Hypotheses Capable of Immediate Customer Engagement

I.
Focusing Solutions
Hypotheses on Critical
Segment Needs

II.
Arming Reps to Connect
Need and Solution
at the Point of Sale

Centering Solution Elements
on Segment Value Drivers

Standardizing Point-of-Sale–
Needs Analysis

#1 Value-Based Solutions-Design Filters

#3 Codified Customer-Value Road Map

Filters designed to limit the range of available
offer components based on their value to
customers enable creation of “rep-ready,”
highly relevant offers tailored to value
drivers of specific segments.

A visual tool explicitly linking customer
strategies to standardized solutions enables
open-ended discussions while still directing
customers to areas of addressable need.

Facilitating Deep Customer-Needs
Collection at the Line

Delivering Needs-Specific
Solutions Hypotheses

#2 Solutions Creation Game Board

#4 Business Model Solutions Template

Interactive game board is used with
customers to standardize collection
of needs across deals, allowing
need-pattern recognition and creation
of prepackaged solutions.

Upgrading Rep Ability to Engage Customers with Solutions Hypotheses

III.
Building a World-Class
Coaching Program
Defining Coaching
Excellence at the Line

Defining World-Class
Coaching Program Attributes

Portrait of a World-Class Coach

Anatomy of a World-Class
Coaching Program

Quantitative analysis of the hallmarks
of world-class coaches includes a model
for sales coaching excellence and specific
insights around the activities, delivery
mechanisms, and attributes of world-class
coaches.

A model for effective sales-coaching
programs identifies key leverage points for
successful and systematic coaching.

A visual depiction of segment pain points
(and solutions) for the most prevalent
needs-based business models provides
a platform for customer-value discussions.

Source: Sales Executive Council research.
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Portrait of a World-Class Coach
The graphic on the facing page was originally profiled in the Council research initiative, Building Solutions-Ready Sales Managers.* The analysis details how star
managers spend their time differently than average, or core managers. The specific activity boxes fall into different categories: rep facing and non–rep facing, sales
related and non–sales related, and customer facing and non–customer facing.
Dark shaded boxes represent activities in which star managers spend statistically more time than core managers. Similarly, the medium grey shaded boxes show
where core managers spend more time than stars. White (unshaded) boxes are activities where star and core managers tend to spend roughly the same amount
of time (i.e., there is no statistical difference).
The data allows us to draw several important conclusions about managers generally; indeed, the full study has assisted many member organizations to improve
sales force productivity by repositioning the manager corps. However, for these purposes, one clearly differentiated attribute of star managers in particular is
worth noting: star-performing sales managers place much greater emphasis on coaching their reps than do core performers. In other words, stars place more
importance on coaching and therefore spend more time on it. This was especially interesting in that the same research showed that star managers do not spend
more total time with reps; they just focus that time much more on coaching/skills development than the core does.
The research goes on not only to establish that coaching is important, but also to show an unequivocal link between coaching and commercial results.

* Building Solutions-Ready Sales Managers, Sales Executive Council (2005).
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Triple Play
Precise Examination of Manager Time Spend Reveals How Star Managers Differentiate Themselves from the Core
Sales/DealRelated Activities

Overweighted
by Star
Managers
Overweighted
by Core
Performers

RepFacing
Activities

Customer-Facing
Activities

Non-Customer-Facing
Activities

People Management
Activities

Sales Process/
Administration Activities

Customer-Facing, Rep-Facing
Deal-Support Activities

Non-Customer-Facing, Rep-Facing
Deal-Support Activities

Coaching and
Development Activities

Team Meetings and
Administration Activities

Pre-Sale Activities
(e.g., Identifying Key Customer
Stakeholders, Presentation of
Company Value Proposition)

Sales Activities
(e.g., Cost Justification/Pricing
Validation, Proposal Creation)

Post-Sale Activities
(e.g., Customer-Facing
Customer Service and
Support)

3

Post-Sale Activities
(e.g., Internal Kickoff Meetings,
Post-Implementation Analysis)

2

Three Star Qualities

Strategizing Around Project/
Pipeline/Funnel/Strategic
Opportunities

Provide/Coordinate Informal
Coaching/Mentoring

1

Stars emphasize planning and strategy to
deploy their teams to the best effect.

2

Stars place greater emphasis on coaching
and mentoring their reports.

3

Stars observe and support the most
important parts of the actual sale—
initial presentation and deal closure.

Market Intelligence/Field
Research
Deliver Formal Development
and Feedback/Performance
Reviews

Compensation/Comp Plan
Discussions

Other Information Gathering/
Feedback on Company
Administration

Sales Team Meetings
(Best Practice Sharing,
Communicate Sales Goals, etc.)

5
Customer-Facing, Non-RepFacing Deal-Support Activities

Defining Stars
Star managers make
up roughly the 20% of
sales managers whose
teams overachieve on a
consistent basis.

General Administration
During Team Meetings

Provide/Coordinate
Formal Training

Pre-Sale Activities
(e.g., Customer Analysis,
Identifying Channel Partners)

Sales Activities
(e.g., Presentation of Proposed
Solutions, Negotiation, and
Closing/Finalization)

Non-RepFacing
Activities

Non-Sales/DealRelated Activities

1
Non-Customer-Facing,
Non-Rep-Facing Internal
Deal- Support Activities

Sales Administration
and
Planning Activities

HR and Self-Development

Cross-Functional Coordination
(Non-Deal Related)

Pre-Sale Activities
(e.g., Customer Identification/
Qualification Done Without
the Rep)

Pre-Sale Activities
(e.g., Researching Customer
History)

Recruiting/Hiring Activity

Sales Activities
(e.g., Presentations and
Negotiations Done Without
the Rep)

Sales Activities
(e.g., Creating/Approving
Proposals and Pricing,
Coordinating Company
Resources to Finalize a Sale)

Create/Prepare
Rep Development Plans

Post-Sale Activities
(e.g., Customer Service
Activities Performed Without
the Rep)

Post-Sale Activities
(e.g., Coordinating/Managing
Company Resources to
Support a Sale/Deliver
Customer Service)

Eyes on the Wrong Ball

Territory/Coverage Plan Tracking,
Analysis, and Reporting
Comp Plan/Quota/Incentive
Planning, Analysis, and Reporting
Budgeting/Forecasting/Pricing
Analysis, and Reporting
Self-Development/Continuing
Education

Market/Competitive Analysis

4
Activity/Results Tracking,
Analysis, and Reporting

4

Core performers get bogged down with
administration, tracking activities, and
completing expense reports.

5

Core performers micromanage sales
activities and devote disproportionate
time to creating and approving proposals
or holding post-sales inquiries.

Management Projects/Corporate
Initiatives

Expense/Other Administration
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Source: SEC Solutions research, Sales Executive Council research.
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The Quantifiable Impact of Coaching
In essence, the facing page makes the business case for coaching. The top left shows team goal attainment by how much coaching managers do. Managers’ teams
that receive fewer than two hours per rep per month of coaching achieve 90% of goal. On the right side of the same chart, we see that managers whose reps receive
more than three hours of coaching each month perform at 107% of goal. The data is striking; coaching explains a 17% performance difference between those
coached and not coached. More powerfully, coaching is the difference between reps making or not making goal.
Coaching also provides the additional benefit of increasing returns on training investments. At the bottom left of the page, we see the rate of “training decay”
for typical classroom or other traditional training that ends with the training session. Reps fail to recall 87% of what they learned 30 days following the training.
However, the research shows that when training is complemented by in-field coaching and reinforcement, productivity is quadrupled, from 22% to 88%.
A Difficult Hill to Climb
Though the business case for coaching is clear, the opportunity is not easily realized by most sales organizations. The right side of the page illustrates a primary
driver of the challenge. The data shows relative strengths and weaknesses of sales managers as perceived by reps.
Bars above the line, toward the left of the chart, show the areas of greatest strength. At the right of the chart, bars that drop below the line show the areas
of greatest weakness. Sure enough, at the far right of the chart, we see the greatest sales manager skills deficiency: coaching.
With both opportunity and challenge clear, the Council responded to members’ request for more direction and embarked on a first-of-its-kind quantitative
analysis on Sales Coaching designed to prescribe, in the most specific terms possible, what member companies should do to realize the potential returns of
coaching in their organizations.

You Want the Good News or the Bad News?
While coaching is both the manager activity
most closely associated with rep success…

…it is, regrettably, also the activity
that managers perform least well

Team Percentage to Goal by Coaching Time per Rep per Month

Relative Strengths/Weaknesses of Sales Managers
Manager Skill Index

Teams not receiving coaching
underperform by a significant margin.

On average, teams that report receiving
more than three hours of coaching per
month exceed their goals by 7%.

120%

Percentage
of Goal 100%

Sales managers repeatedly underperform in
the critical skill area of coaching their reps.

107%
90%

92%

0.10

0.06 0.05

80%
Low
Average
High
(< 2 Hours per (2 to 3 Hours per (3+ Hours per Rep
Rep per Month) Rep per Month)
per Month)
n = 2,400.

0.09
0.02 0.02

Difference
from Average
Manager Skill 0.00
Index

(0.01)(0.02)
(0.03)

…and the key to maximizing value of training efforts…

(0.08)(0.09)

100%

Without on-the-job
reinforcement, reps
lose 87% of training
within one month…

Productivity Impact of Training
Combined with Coaching
…but combining training with
coaching improves returns fourfold
relative to training alone.

13%
Day 1

Day 30

Ma

Retention of Sales Training
Without Systematic Coaching
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n = 2,400.

88%

22%
Training
Alone

Training and
Coaching
Source: Oliveo, G., K.D. Bane, and R.E. Kopelman, “Executive Coaching as a Transfer of Training Tool,” Public Personnel Management, Winter,
1997; “Why Do Salespeople Fail? ” Industrial Distribution, 1 March 1996; SEC Solutions research; Sales Executive Council research.
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A Global Study to Prescribe Member Action
Having established the importance of coaching, many questions remained unanswered:
• Who should do the coaching: managers or specialists?
• Should coaches focus their efforts on star, core, or underperforming reps?
• How much time should coaches spend with each rep?
• What’s the best coaching style?
• Can coaching be effectively delivered through e-mail?
• At which stage of the sales process is coaching most leveraged?
To answer those and many other tactical questions about coaching, the Council developed an original quantitative survey administered to sales reps and sales
managers from all industries around the world. Sales results for respondents were also collected, enabling Council staff to analyze correlations between specific
coaching approaches and outcomes. The result is the full study (briefly excerpted in this briefing), a veritable guide to operationalizing high-return coaching in
sales organizations.

84

Far and Wide
To Investigate the State of Coaching, the Council Surveyed a Broad Cross Section of the Membership
Partial List of Participants

Number of Participants
First-Line Sales
Managers

460+

2,600+
Sales
Professionals

Survey made up of ~180 questions requiring
approximately 25–30 minutes to complete.
*

A Global Perspective
Location of Respondents
Europe
North
America

~30%
~50%
~19%
~1%

Asia–Pacific

Other

* Registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
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Source: Sales Executive Council research.
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Maximizing Returns Through Targeted Coaching
To the best of our knowledge, the chart on the facing page represents a first-of-its-kind analysis for Sales. It details how who is coached is at least as important as
what is coached in achieving breakout sales results.
The curves in the graph represent two different groups of reps in the survey sample: the dotted curve represents those reps receiving poor (i.e., “very ineffective”)
coaching. Alternatively, the curve with squares shows those reps who receive great (i.e., “very effective”) coaching. The X-, or horizontal, axis is a performance
scale. All reps in the sample were organized into performance bands with relatively low performers to the left and high performers to the right. Of course, some
reps are relatively low performing (and high performing) regardless of the quality of coaching received.
The difference between the two curves is instructive in that it doesn’t present what might be expected (as shown in the upper left “It’s Not This”); great coaching
does not improve the performance of all reps equally. Rather, great coaching makes core reps better, with relatively little impact on underperformers 1 and
stars (though coaching does improve retention of stars) 2 . In a sense the star conclusion may not be too surprising. One of the hallmarks of star performers is
continuous improvement; if there’s a better way to sell, stars tend to find and adopt it more readily than others.
However, the largest percentage of sales forces, the core, represents the biggest opportunity to inflect sales results through coaching. Box 3 shows how coaching
quality can significantly impact the performance of a core sales rep. It shows that core reps who receive ineffective coaching average 83% of goal achieved.
However, core reps who receive great coaching average 102% of goal. The 19% revenue gain represents the improvement opportunity for sales organizations that
significantly improve their coaching programs.
The analysis thus far allows us to draw two very important conclusions:
1. A serious investment in improved coaching can improve sales results dramatically in most organizations.
2. Focusing coaching on core performers—rather than star performers, as conventional wisdom holds—will yield the greatest returns.
While SEC recommends that members focus coaching principally on the core (and not at all on chronic underperformers), some coaching attention paid to stars
is important for reasons shown on the following page.

Moving the Middle
Coaching Offers Greatest Leverage When Targeted at the Core
Distribution of Relative Sales Rep Performance by Coaching Effectiveness
3

It’s Not This
●

50%
Low

Coaching can substantially improve
the performance of the core.
Improvement in Sales
Performance Depending on
Coaching Effectiveness

■

High

Gap-to-Goal

Population
Scoring
Coaching
Effectiveness
Received as a
7 (i.e., “Very
Effective”)

■

●

Proportion of Reps

Population
Scoring
Coaching
Effectiveness
Received as a
1 (i.e., “Very
Ineffective”)

●

■

●

+19% 102%

Lowest Level
of Coaching
Effectiveness

■

●
25%

83%

Highest Level
of Coaching
Effectiveness

■

2
●

●

■

Performance improvements
from stars are likely to be
somewhat marginal. But
evidence suggests that good
coaching has strong impact
on HiPer retention.

■

1
You can’t coach your
dogs out of the kennel.
10% ●
■
0
Bottom 10%
(Equivalent to < 60% of Goal)

0.5
Median
(Equivalent to ~100% of Goal)

●

■

1.0
Top 10%
(Equivalent to > 140% of Goal)

Relative Sales Performance*
* To account for different distributions depending on sales context, gap-to-goal
numbers were converted to deciles.
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The Coaching/Retention “Dividend”
Beyond the clear financial returns associated with a serious investment in coaching excellence, the data also shows that coaching increases rep engagement—
a finding particularly useful for stars whom we most want to retain.
The chart on the facing page shows the connection between coaching and retention. Five performance bands (e.g., low performers to star performers moving
from left to right) each have two bars. Dark shaded bars show intention to stay for reps who report receiving low-quality coaching. White bars show intention to
stay for reps who report receiving high-quality coaching. Interestingly, across all types of reps with all performance profi les, effective coaching makes them much
more likely to stay with their employers. In contrast, poor coaching makes reps much more likely to defect. The difference is particularly striking with the star
performers on the right and, for this reason, members are advised to focus some coaching attention here.
The analysis also looked at coaching impact on the level of effort put forth by the different groups of reps. As shown at the bottom of the page, the results are
similar to those around retention. Reps receiving effective coaching put in consistently more effort than those who receive ineffective coaching.
In summary, good coaching drives salespeople to work harder and to stay whereas poor coaching demoralizes reps and makes them much more likely to defect.

The David Brent Effect
Coaching Is Highly Infectious, Whether Good or Bad
“Intention to Stay at Company” by Sales Performance and Coaching Effectiveness
While the best coaches drive up
retention and effort from their teams…
0.80

0.70
0.58

0.57

Difference in “Intention to Stay
at Company” from the Mean

0.49
…LoPer coaches create a fundamentally
demoralizing environment.

0.26

0.00

(0.07)
(0.27)
(0.53)

(0.60)

(0.80)
Low
Performers

Low to Average
Performers

Average
Performers

Average to Star
Performers

Scored Coaching Effectiveness in the Bottom Third
Scored Coaching Effectiveness in the Top Third

Star
Performers

Difference in “Effort”
from the Mean

(0.63)

“Effort” by Sales Performance
and Coaching Effectiveness
0.80
AboveAverage
Effort
0.00
BelowAverage
Effort
(0.80)

Source: Sales Executive Council research.
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Example from the Research: What to Coach
Underlying the research is a comprehensive model that devolves coaching into its component parts for analysis. One of the drivers of the model focuses on sales
activities prioritized for coaching (the “what”) and assesses coaching effectiveness through the lens of the sales process with specific recommendations and
insights against each process stage.
To illustrate, on the facing page we see some of the findings attached to the early sales process stage of opportunity creation. The chart depicts the specific
opportunity creation activities where high-performing managers spend significantly more time than average and underperforming managers coaching their reps
(i.e., bars extending right show high-performing manager emphasis whereas bars extending left show where non-high-performing managers spend more time).
High-performing managers emphasize three opportunity-creation activities in particular, and these combine to support a key finding: star managers emphasize
coaching reps to use their time in the smartest ways possible. More specifically, whether it’s identifying the best prospects, preassessing prospect fit with supplier
value proposition, or quantifying the full cross-sale opportunity within a prospect, star managers purposefully coach their reps to spend time against high-value
activities.
A recent Council best practice case profile featuring McKesson Corporation, excerpted at the right of the facing page, illustrates the point well.* Briefly, McKesson
uses a scorecard that enables managers to work with reps to dynamically assess prospect/deal attractiveness as the sales process unfolds. This guides reps to focus
time only on those opportunities with the highest probability for success. As such, the tool institutionalizes the spending of rep time on the most value-add
activities, and core managers can use the tool to differentiate between low- and high-quality opportunities.
The following page shows another sample finding describing how managers should spend their coaching time.

* For more information on the full McKesson case (“Dynamic Opportunity Scorecard”), see the Council study, Shifting the
Performance Curve with associated implementation assistance teleconference companion.

Ready, Aim, Aim, Aim, Aim, Aim…Fire
The Best Managers Work on Teaching Their Reps How to Decipher the Best Opportunities
Relative Weighting of Opportunity-Creation Activities

Case in Point

HiPer Sales Managers Versus All Other Sales Managers
All Other Managers

HiPer Managers
Customer Alignment Assessment

Determining the Full Quantified
Customer Opportunity

Customer Information

0.17

Opportunity-Related Information

Customer Opportunity Parameters

Deciding if a Customer/Prospect Is (or Could Be)
a Good Fit for What the Company Sells

0.34

Understanding Which of the Company’s
Capabilities Are Relevant to Each Target

0.04

Devising an Appropriate Call or Visit
Strategy for Each Prospect

0.03

Identifying Appropriate Contacts Within
Prospect/Customer Organizations

High-performing managers
teach reps to target time
where they are most likely
to have the greatest impact.

0.04

Identifying Appropriate
Prospects
Creating/Reviewing
Territory Plans

(0.15)
(0.20)

0.19

(0.10)

0.00

0.10

Weight
Business Issues
1. Drug spending greater than $15 M annually
2
2. Existing contract within one year of expiration
4
3. Relationship with existing supplier less than five years old 2
4. Not a heavy user of competitive products
2
5. Financially viable organization
2
6. Existing McKesson relationship
6
7. Existing relationship with group purchasing organization 4
8. Located near a distribution center
8

Yes

No

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

2
0
0
2
2
0
0
0

Customer Characteristics
9. Experienced change initiative within past six months
10. Top-level pressure for cost savings
11. Employs a partnership mentality
12. Positive relationship with health systems
13. Customer senior executive support
14. Technologically progressive history
15. Formal buying process in place
16. Established decision deadline
17. Possess clear vision of goals
18 Di i fi d i h
li

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

0
0
0
0
0
0
10
6
0
0

2
10
8
8
10
2
10
6
2
6

Unknown Score

Dynamic Opportunity Scorecard
0.20

0.30

0.40

McKesson designs a scorecard of customer
attributes that managers use to coach reps toward
deals with the highest potential for success.

Source: Sales Executive Council research.
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Example from the Research: How Much to Coach
In scoping the research, many members asked for guidance on how much time should be spent coaching to maximize impact. The facing page details the answer
to this question, along with a painful reminder of the significant opportunity most companies have for improvement.
The chart at the left plots coaching effectiveness (Y-axis) against time spent coaching in hours per rep per month (X-axis). While we might expect it to be a linear
relationship (i.e., the more we coach, the better the results), it is in fact a story of diminishing returns, which is good news considering how time constrained most
sales managers report being. As shown, coaching effectiveness improves dramatically as more time is spent on coaching up to a level of three to five hours per rep
per month. After this point, additional time has minimal impact on effectiveness.
Unfortunately, and as shown at the right of the page, fewer than one-third of reps report receiving three to five hours per month, with nearly half receiving fewer
than the minimum three hours.
The data has two implications. First, most sales organizations would be well served to communicate this finding clearly and consistently to their managers. Taking
this one step further, members might consider measuring coaching activity as part of the overall performance management approach. Second, sales leaders must
aggressively free up time to enable managers to coach to this degree.*

A Note on Span
When considering opportunities to free up manager time to coach (or engage in other
activities for that matter), sales leaders often look to span reduction. A reasonable hypothesis,
reducing span should allow more time for managers to coach. In fact, Council research
showed the opposite to be true. While the full analysis includes detailed findings, at a high
level, span did not impact coaching effectiveness at all unless exceptionally high (i.e., 14:1 or
greater). While optimal spans will vary for different industries and companies, the insight still
stands. Poor coaches will be equally poor with small or large spans. Similarly, great coaches
will figure out how to make coaching happen to maximum effect with the time they have.

* For more information on freeing up manager and rep time, see the Council publications Boosting Sales Force Productivity and
Shifting the Performance Curve. In addition, Council archives include numerous custom research reports on the subject.

Half a Day Well Spent
While return on coaching time
diminishes dramatically after five hours…

…fewer than 30% of reps surveyed
receive the optimal amount of coaching

Coaching Effectiveness by Hours
of Coaching Received per Month

Hours of Coaching
Received per Rep per Month
9–12
Hours

6–8
Hours

7.0

7%
10%

13 or More
Hours

8%
0 Hours

5 Hours

Coaching
Effectiveness

10%

9%
The sweet spot for coaching
is between three and five
hours per rep per month.

10%

21%

8%

4 Hours

1 Hour

17%
3 Hours

1.0
0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

15.0

17.5

Hours of Coaching Received per Rep per Month

20.0

2 Hours

While three to five
hours of coaching per
month is optimal…

…nearly half of the reps
surveyed receive less
than three per month.

Source: Sales Executive Council research.
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Next Steps on Realizing Returns to Coaching
The full Council study on sales coaching includes 10 key provisos that members can use to guide their own activities and investments. In addition, best practices
ready for member implementation (such as the McKesson case referenced earlier) are organized alongside original tools to boost coaching impact.
One of these tools, illustrated on page 97, is a new road map titled “The Anatomy of a World-Class Sales Coaching Program (3.0).” The diagnostic, along with
accompanying research, provides members with an additional toolkit to address the coaching opportunity at an organizational level, complementing the individual
actions implied by the quantitative research.

The 10 Keys to the Kingdom
Summary of Key Takeaways from Coaching Survey
10 Hallmarks of Outstanding Coaches

Drivers

Relative Impact

Sales Coaching Effectiveness

Great Coaches:
1. Build strong relationships with direct reports
2. Are dedicated to improving team results

Manager Quality =
23.2%

3. Emphasize targeting the best opportunities
4. Aggressively pursue deal profitability
5. Create role for specialists to support opportunity
creation
6. Spend between three and five hours per month
coaching their reps

Sales Activities Prioritized =

23%

9. Deliver coaching in person and in the moment

10. Recognize the importance of rep job satisfaction
in coaching delivery and effectiveness

100%
76.8%

Time Spent Coaching =

7. Coach the core for performance and the stars
for retention
8. Calibrate coaching style to the individual

31%

76.8%

14%
26%

Coaching Style =

6%

Variance Unexplained Total Variance
Explained by Variance Not of Coaching
Model
Captured by Effectiveness
Model

Sales Rep Attitude =

Source: Sales Executive Council research.
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Anatomy of a World-Class Sales Coaching Program
To help members leverage the power of coaching to instill and reinforce the traits of star sales performers in core reps, the Council developed the Anatomy of a
World-Class Sales Coaching Program. The anatomy is structured as a diagnostic tool that enables members to grade their coaching performance on 15 different
attributes of world-class coaching developed though studying highly successful coaching programs in leading marketing and sales organizations. By identifying
areas for improvement—coaching attributes with largest gap between current practices and practices described by the tool—members can develop an actionable
road map for initiating and enhancing coaching activities geared toward enabling core sales reps to sell solutions.

The Anatomy of a World-Class Sales Coaching Program (3.0)
1

2

5

Ensuring Coaching Capacity

Multilevel Coaching

Our senior sales executives
understand and communicate the value
of coaching to the organization and
remain committed to sustaining
a coaching program.

All levels of staff agree on a common
definition of coaching and embrace it
as a positive opportunity to improve
personal performance. Staff proactively
request and receive coaching as part of
their day-to-day workflow.

We recognize the time commitment
required for quality coaching and have
instituted strategies to free up manager
time to coach.

We employ coaching at every level
of sales management to continually
improve managers’ business, leadership,
and coaching skills.
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We tie coaching effectiveness to
compensation, performance reviews,
and promotion criteria, and publicly
recognize coaching performance.

4

Coaching Receptivity

15
Coach Accountability

3

Executive Support

Coaching Competency Models
We identify the skills and strengths
associated with world-class coaching
in our competency models and
directly link those models to hiring,
development, and promotion criteria.
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Culture and
Context

Proficiency
5 = Excellent (Accurately describes practices and priorities
throughout our sales organization)
4 = Good (Most of our sales organization is progressing toward
state of excellence described)
3 = Average (Parts of our sales organization conform to attribute)
2 = Poor (Practices at our sales organization at best sporadically
conform to the attribute)
1 = Nonexistent (Practices at our sales organization do not
conform to the attribute at all)
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Coaching Precertification

Importance
5 = Extremely High Importance
4 = Highly Important
3 = Important
2 = Low Importance
1 = Extremely Low Importance

We require that all sales managers be
certified as coaches before assuming
the manager role. Precertified coaches
demonstrate coaching aptitude in
real-world settings.
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Metrics,
Accountability, and
Rewards

Talent
Management

Coach

7

14

Coach Development

Manager-Level
Coaching Metrics

We recognize multiple levels of
coaching ability and support continuous
learning opportunities, including
training and coaching, to develop
managers’ coaching skills beyond
minimum proficiency.

We assess and make public balanced
metrics around coaching effectiveness,
utilizing 360-degree assessments to
evaluate behavioral performance against
standardized competency models and metrics
tied to business outcomes such as team
performance.
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Process and
Productivity

12
Program Assessment
and Development

11
Secondary Coaches

We track and review a mix of qualitative
and quantitative metrics to assess program
health. We communicate coaching wins
back to the organization and facilitate the
exchange of effective tools and approaches
to direct program development over time.

10
Coaching Tools

Though managers own overall coaching
and development strategy for their
direct reports, we leverage specialists
and peers to coach in their area of
expertise when appropriate.

9
Customized Coaching Strategy

We provide managers with a limited
set of essential tools to help guide
performance diagnosis and direct
coaching activities on specific skills,
behaviors, and activities.

Managers devise coaching strategies
that are based on demonstrated
coachee need and direct coaching
efforts to improve salesperson skills
and activity/deal execution.
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8
Allocation of Coaching Time

Coach Deployment

We direct managers to overweight
coaching effort to salespeople with the
greatest potential for improvement
(i.e., core performers) and those whom
we most want to retain (i.e., star
performers).

We identify our best coaches and
leverage them to support development
of other coaches and/or provide
supplementary coaching to other
individuals.
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Source: Marketing Leadership Council research; SEC Solutions research; Sales
Executive Council research.
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